
 

Public Domain and Free Images used in this training 

 Adventurecornerphoto.JPG By Adventurecorner  
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the work and 
to adapt the work. Attribution is not required. You are 
prohibited from using this work in a stand alone manner. 
 
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/OfoMDi 
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/w7FbqR 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
DSC_0124.JPG By MareleeB  
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the 
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not 
required. You are prohibited from using this work in 

a stand alone manner. 
 
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/chscNy 
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/eqReuz 
---------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
DSCN5850.jpg By pippalou  
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the 
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not 
required. You are prohibited from using this work 
in a stand alone manner. 
 

Image URI: http://mrg.bz/sYukrz 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 _IGP1741W.jpg By earl53 
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the 
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not 
required. You are prohibited from using this work in 
a stand alone manner. 
 
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/uVWZUZ 
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/ctcgBM 
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----------------------------------------------------- 
 
Flames0022_3_M.jpp 
 
http://www.cgtextures.com/index.php 
 
Use of the Textures is only allowed under the following conditions: 
- Private or commercial use 

- Use in 2D or 3D computer graphics, movies and printed media 
- Incorporation in computer games, 3D models 
- Selling 3D models bundled with modified versions of the textures, when the texture is customized for 
the 3D model 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 
BirdhouseShop.jpg By gracey 
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the 
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not 
required. You are prohibited from using this work in 
a stand alone manner. 
 
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/3qeV8l 
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/adBKvA 
 
 
 
 

 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 

y8pu2F0E.jpg By Seemann 
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the 
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not 
required. You are prohibited from using this work in 
a stand alone manner. 
 

Image URI: http://mrg.bz/SCReME 
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/mRmwPq 
 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
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tIT3kPi6.jpg By DarrenHester 
 
morgueFile.com free photo 
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the 
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not 
required. You are prohibited from using this work 
in a stand alone manner. 

 
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/T0Bwwy 
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/VuQ9TG 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
All other images used in the training are copyright George Peirson 
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